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Horace Hunley and his “Fish-Boat”
After the chassepots came the torpedoes, after the torpedoes came the
submarine rams, then-the reaction.1
-Jules Verne, Twenty Thousand Leagues Under The Sea
During the morning of April 17, 2004, eight horse-drawn caissons, accompanied by honor guards and pall bearers (many of
them being ex-Navy Submariners) consisting of SCV members, reenactors and the UDC from throughout the South and around
the country marched from the Battery (White Point Gardens) along a four and one-half mile route to Charleston, South
Carolina’s Magnolia Cemetery. Our own Ernie Powell and friend Gus Goetch were there as honor guards representing
California. Along the way, thousands of people respectfully paid honor to the passing procession. The caissons bore the
remains of eight crew members who died in the line of duty 140 years earlier aboard the CSS Hunley. This would be the last
official interment of Confederates who perished in a war that ended so long ago.
For several days prior to this final ceremony, they would lie in state on the hangar
deck of the USS Yorktown at Patriots Point and three area churches where hundreds
paid their respects, one of which was the Church of the Holy Communion with a mass,
the highest of which, the Episcopal Church offers. At left: The flag-draped coffins lie in
state at the John Wesley United Methodist Church in Charleston. (photo: by Henry Kidd) A
few days earlier, four members of the Funeral Commission (all SCV members) reported
to the Warren Lasch Conservatory in North
Charleston, where they performed the duty of
placing the remains of the Hunley crew in their
respective coffins. Each set of remains were locked in a copper box 2 X 3 feet and 1 foot
high and then secured inside each coffin with each being draped with the 2nd National
flag. The eight crew members would be laid
to rest together as they had been aboard
the Hunley for over a century before they
were brought to the surface in August of
2000. This impelling funeral ceremony,
attended by thousands and months in the
planning, brought to a close the long-running mystery of what happened to the
CSS Hunley and its crew. Lt. George F. Dixon, James Wicks, Arnold Becker, Fred
Collins, C. Simpkins, Joseph Ridgeway, C.F. Carlson & one unknown crew member
were laid to rest
(Continued on Page Three)
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PAGE TWO
Minutes from the May 12, 2018 Meeting

Camp 302 members and guests met at Marie Callender’s Restaurant in
La Mesa Saturday morning for the bi-monthly breakfast and business
meeting. Order was called at 10:45 by Camp Commander Jim
Stephens. Jim Millsap, Ira Lack, Jim Coulsby, Wes Scarbrough and
John Flood were in attendance. The camp was pleased to have as guests
UDC’s Hazel Drane and Jane Zoch with her husband Robert Zoch.
There was a special welcome for Leroy “Steve” Perdue as guest and
future compatriot. Following the Invocation by Camp Chaplin Jim
Coulsby, the Pledge of Allegiance and Salute to the Confederate Flag
were rendered. Steve presented a little background of himself and
expressed his desire to join the camp. There being no new members to
swear in or awards to present, Commander Stephens gave the
Treasurer’s Report stating that as of March 02, 2018, the camp had
$45,695.67 in the treasury. He explained the inflows and outflows up
to May 07, 2018 emphasizing the purchase of challenge coins, 6 H.L.
Hunley awards packages, a new 1st National flag, pole and stand and
particularly the purchase of a $25,000 CD to put some of the camp’s
finances to work. This brings the camp’s treasury balance to
$44,341.67. Camp members can request a complete treasury report.
Old Business: Attendees were advised that Camp 302 Challenge
coins were on hand for purchase. Everyone was encouraged to read up
on the events that took place at the Division Convention in early march
as published in the camp newsletter. On the subject of the new 1 st
National flag, pole and stand along with the Eagle finial, Commander
Stephens advised the meeting that the camp inventory was updated.
New Business: The attendees were reminded that the joint Mt. Hope
Memorial Day Ceremony with Camp 21 of the SUVCW is now
officially discontinued. A different location for the two heritage groups
to celebrate Memorial Day is to be explored. Commander Stephens
told of the Confederate Memorial Day celebration at the Stonewall
Jackson plot at Mt. Hope that he and Compatriot Lack attended at the
invitation of the UDC’s Stonewall Jackson Chapter 476 on April 27th.
The Hunley Awards were discussed with Commander Stephens
reporting on his presentation at Vista High School and Jim Coulsby
telling of his presentation at Mar Vista High School in Imperial Beach.
Commander Stephens said that the Hunley Awards for 2018 are on
track. He was also pleased to present Compatriot Scarbrough with his
Supplemental Certificate for his Confederate ancestor 1st Sgt. Simeon
W. Orr. Jane and Robert Zoch thanked the camp again for the donation
after the fire that destroyed their home. They advised all present that
their home will be rebuilt. They were told that the camp is ready if they
need any further help. Commander Stephens told the gathering of the
research done by Jeff Malone on Public Law 85-425 dealing with
Confederate Pensions and veteran status. Several camp challenge coins
were purchased during the meeting and LCDR Millsap was advised
that Compatriots Ernie Powell and Steve Hughes had been given
theirs.
The next scheduled VMC Color Guard will be on July 28, 2018
Our next Camp Meeting will again be held at Marie Callender’s in La
Mesa on Saturday, July 14th, 2018 from 10:00 AM to 10:00 PM just
before some members depart for the National Convention at Franklin,
TN in Mid-July. There being no further new business, the Chaplain
provided the Benediction and the meeting was closed by the Camp
Commander.
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(Horace Hunley and his “Fish-Boat” continued from page one)

with full military honors2 befitting these brave men who served the Confederacy in a dangerous and untried form of naval warfare—
despite the fact (that two previous crews that included Horace Hunley commanding the second crew) died while training and working
out details of operating this strange underwater machine sometimes referred to as “the fish-boat” or “torpedo boat.”
The ultimate destiny of these men occurred during the late, cold evening of
February 17, 1864. The Hunley crew climbed aboard the submarine at Battery
Marshall just behind Sullivan’s Island at the mouth of Charleston Harbor to
begin their fateful mission. Lieutenant Dixon had advised the commander of
Battery Marshall earlier that he would flash a blue phosphorus lamp toward
shore to indicate that the mission was successful. The shore crew would then
light a large bonfire in order to guide the Hunley back to shore. Dixon, the last
man to board, closed the forward hatch behind him. This would be the last time
that he and his crew were seen alive.3
Later that night, as the U.S.S. Housatonic was sinking in the shallow waters
off Charleston, after a massive explosion on the starboard quarter, there was realization among
some of the Housatonic crew that the ship had been struck by the mysterious underwater vessel
that had long been rumored. Rear Admiral John A. Dahlgren and other U.S. Navy officials had
also been made aware of this new Confederate boat from information provided by two
Confederate Army deserters who knew of the Hunley and how it was constructed and that it was
now in Charleston. What the U.S. Navy did not know was when and how an attack would occur.
They also knew of the Confederate “Davids,” the steam powered semi-submersibles that had
experienced limited success against the blockading fleet. Some eye witnesses aboard the
Housatonic had spotted the Hunley just before it rammed their ship with a torpedo containing 90
pounds of powder. Some also witnessed the submarine backing off about 80 feet or so just before the explosion. Housatonic crewman
Robert Flemming stated in his later testimony during the Naval hearing on the sinking that he observed a blue light shining on the
water off the starboard bow of the damaged Housatonic. Ashore, the Confederates on Sullivan’s Island also reported seeing the blue
light in the distant darkness of the Atlantic. This would be the last time there would be any visual sighting of the Hunley for 131 years.
The H.L. Hunley would become the first submarine to successfully sink an enemy warship. Who was Horace Lawson Hunley and how
did his submarine come about? 4
Horace Hunley was a wealthy man. He was a practicing attorney, plantation owner and investor, a former Louisiana law maker and
a chief New Orleans Customs collector when the war broke out. The Union blockade was taking a toll on his cotton brokerage assets.
A strong Southern patriot, he was not military or a privateer, but he did make several runs to Cuba during the early days of the
blockade for the Confederate Army. Even though he thought the Confederate Army could eventually break the blockade, he had
visions of a submarine-type weapon that would wreak havoc on the Union Navy strangling Southern ports. Hunley, with his ideas and
financial backing to build a submarine, would meet an engineer by the name of James McClintock, owner of a machine shop in New
Orleans, who at the time was manufacturing ammunition for the Confederacy and dabbling in naval submarine design. While the
submarine concept was not new to the South or North, nothing much had been accomplished in that field. Hunley the patriot and
McClintock the pragmatist, who was more interested in profits than Southern fervor, formed a good partnership. With Hunley’s
money and McClintock’s engineering genius, the submarine ram that would eventually be called Hunley’s fish-boat, was born.
The submarine and its parts were fashioned in New Orleans. The sub’s hull was made, in part, from
an old boiler a quarter of an inch thick and 34 feet long. Because New Orleans was falling into the
hands of the Union, Hunley and McClintock took their crew to Mobile, Alabama where they finished
building the sub at the Park and Lyon Machine Shop. McClintock originally wanted an
electromagnetic motor for the vessel but the engineering behind this and the availability of a powerful
enough engine were not available at the time. Hand cranking the sub would have to do. 4 With its dive
fins, snorkel tubes, ballast pumps, viewing ports and detachable hull weights, the finished submarine
rolled down to the Alabama waterfront in July 1863. At the time, it was considered the most
technologically advanced weapon ever built. During the fish-boat’s early testing in Mobile Bay, it
towed a floating mine and dove under an old ship where the mine successfully detonated beneath the
vessel.5 The well-trained machine shop crew, including Lt. George Dixon, were the first men to test
the sub.6 Because General Beauregard desperately needed this new weapon in Charleston in hopes that
it would help break the stranglehold on this important port, he ordered it transported there. After its
arrival in Charleston, McClintock and crew went to work on more testing and training. This is where
trouble began.

(Continued on Page Five)
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Camp Meeting, May 12, 2018
The camp gathered this past May at Marie Callender’s Restaurant in La Mesa which has now become our routine location for
breakfast and business meetings. The restaurant staff are friendly and the meeting room is ideal for providing privacy with ample
seating for our attendees. For the members who have attended the previous meetings at Marie Callender’s, they all agree that its
central location right off I-8 certainly makes the restaurant an ideal spot. The meeting hours of 10:00 AM to 1:00 PM was well
received. Thanks, of course, once again, to Chaplain Jim Coulsby for taking this for action.

Hazel Drane, Jim Stephens and Jane Zoch

L to R: Ira Lack, Jim Millsap, Wes Scarbrough, Robert Zoch, Jane Zoch, Hazel
Drane, Future member Steve Perdue & Jim Coulsby await breakfast
prior to meeting.

As always, it was great to see Hazel Drane and Jane Zoch, the ladies from the United Daughters of the Confederacy, present to grace
our meetings, Jane’s husband Robert tagged along. Jane briefed the attendees as to the work in progress rebuilding their home that was
virtually destroyed by fire. The camp was pleased to purchase Jane a new Camp 302 shirt that was destroyed in the fire. Prospective
new member Steve Perdue presented the members present a little personal background of himself. We are looking forward to
receiving his membership certificate and swearing him into the camp.
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(Hunley and his “Fish-Boat” continued from Page Three)
Just two weeks after Hunley’s boat was in the water in Charleston Harbor, disaster struck. With an untried crew, provided with volunteers from
the Confederate Navy, who had just manned the submarine as it was still tied up to the dock, a passing Confederate ship swamped the vessel with its
wake. With open hatches, the boat flooded and sank. Only two of the eight-man crew survived. During this period of American history, the
Confederate military acted no different from how the modern military/industrial complex does in military weaponry testing. In his anxiety to get
Hunley’s fish-boat operational, Beauregard wanted Confederate Navy personnel involved with the testing of the submarine to speed along the
development and get the submarine operational instead of using trained machine shop crew that included Lt. George E.
Dixon and William Alexander who had been with the boat since it was built and first tested at Mobile, Alabama. These
men knew how to operate the tricky controls of the Hunley. A few weeks later, the sub was raised and the bodies
removed. McClintock worked to prepare the boat for continued testing. The second accident took place sometime after
Horace Hunley arrived in Charleston to speed up the testing in an effort to get the sub out on its designed mission to sink
Union ships. Hunley, taking command of the sub, accomplished several successful tests, diving and surfacing. However,
on a subsequent test dive in which Hunley was diving his submarine under a barge in order to explode it, the sub failed to
surface. Now, another crew, including Hunley, perished. After the second raising of the sub and removal of bodies, it
was determined that mishandling of the hand-operated ballast pumps may have been the cause of this unfortunate
accident. Frustrated, and dejected over government interference, McClintock left the project. Placing well-intentioned
but untrained volunteers to man the Hunley during training was partially the blame for the extended testing and the tragic
deaths of the first two crews. Beauregard showed his frustration when he told of the torpedo boat being “more dangerous
to those who use it than the enemy.”7 He cancelled the project but, due to President Davis’ intervention and the
convincing pleas of Lt. Dixon that the sub could accomplish its mission, refitting and work on the Hunley progressed.
Because of the success of ramming Union warships with a spar mounted torpedo on the Davids, the addition of a 17’
spar was mounted on the bow of the Hunley with the torpedo mounted on its tip. This was the brainchild of Confederate
Major Francis Lee, an engineer. A decision was made to ram the enemy ship instead of towing a torpedo underneath the
vessel and detonating it that way.
By December of 1863, the Hunley torpedo boat was ready. On that cold February evening in 1864, Lt. George Dixon watched the last of his
seven-man crew squeeze down the small hatch to man their positions on the port side of the sub. He then climbed aboard and eased his way down the
forward hatch and closed it off. Soon, aided by an outgoing tide, the Hunley slowly made its way out of Charleston Harbor and into history.
For the next 131 years, the Hunley would rest, virtually undisturbed, 4 miles off the South Carolina coast and would be found lying at a 450 angle
on its starboard side when it was discovered in 1995. The closing days of the war on land pretty much overshadowed the accomplishment of the H.L.
Hunley. Interest in the torpedo boat would subside in the coming years. The Civil War Centennial in 1961 brought renewed interest in the Hunley
and despite the fact that the whereabouts of the remains of the U.S.S. Housatonic were well known, the location of the Hunley was still a mystery.
Many thought the sub sunk somewhere closer to shore. Actually, it was eventually found about a 1000 yards east of the Housatonic’s remains. In
1970, Edward Spence, himself a diver and interested in finding the Hunley, while a passenger on a fishing trawler returning to Charleston,
volunteered to dive the shallow waters 4 miles off the coast to free a fishing basket that had snagged on some object along the bottom. When he
reached the basket, visibility was almost non-existent. He freed the basket near an area he determined to be flat and metallic. Further inspection
revealed the partially exposed metal to be rounded and semi-smooth. Spence just knew he had found the Hunley, but much later when he returned, he
could not find the spot or the metal object he originally touched. Was Edward Spence the first one to touch the Hunley since it sank?8 The Hunley
Commission would eventually declare that Spence did not accidently find the Hunley. 9 It would not be located until 25 years later.
Mystery writer Clive Cussler, long interested in finding the Hunley, and his National Underwater and Marine agency (NUMA) would, after
extensive diving and searching the area, locate and identify the long-lost sub on May 3, 1995. The man credited with being the first to touch the sub
in 131 years was Harry Percorelli III. He along with Wes Hall and Ralph Wilbanks, contracted by Cussler, were the first to dive on the Hunley to
officially identify and video the find. Later, after the discovery was announced, the three men, with a bottle of Gosling’s Black Seal Bermuda Black
Rum, drove to Magnolia Cemetery to locate the grave of Horace Hunley. “When they found the old captain’s burial mound, they mixed a drink
appropriately dubbed Dark & Stormy-a mix of Gosling’s and Blenheim Ginger Ale dressed with a wedge of lime. It was the divers’ favorite grog.
Beneath the shadow of a giant live oak, the three men saluted one another and their find, peacefully recounting sea stories among the headstones. As
they toasted the submarine once more, they each poured a little bit of their drinks into the earth at their feet, inviting Hunley to take a drink in honor
of his long-lost submarine, its final resting place discovered at last.”10 Much would occur in the next five years to protect the Hunley’s location and
prepare for its eventual raising.
Between its discovery in May of 1995 and August 8, 2000 when the Hunley finally rose from the bottom of the Atlantic and broke the surface for
the first time in over a century, work would continue below the surface—uncovering the sub and finding it virtually intact. A hole several inches in
diameter was found in the forward hatch that has been theorized to have occurred after the sub’s sinking, perhaps by a ship’s anchor. The rudder was
found lying underneath the aft portion of the sub with one of its controlling rods missing. Part of the spar was broken off and a portion of the shroud
surrounding the sub’s propeller (screw) was missing. Then in 1997, The Friends of the Hunley was officially created as the chief operational and
fund-raising arm for the recovery, excavation, and conservation of the submarine. Glenn McConnell, himself an SCV member and South Carolina
State Senator, had the legislation passed for this special project.11 Camp 302 is pleased to contribute $100.00 annually to this all-important part of our
Southern heritage.
When the Hunley was finally home at the Warren Lasch Conservation Center in North Charleston, lying in its special, massive tank containing
chemically treated water that was formulated to draw out the corrosive salt and minerals that will eventually allow the Hunley to be displayed out of
water, extensive archaeological research was conducted in between the draining of the tank to recover the remains of the crew, artifacts and,
especially, anything that would determine the cause of the Hunley’s fate.
Much was found inside the Hunley during the first few years of excavation and work by the team of international archeologists as they inched
their way through the mud and muck of the interior of the sub, gently scraping the buildup on its nearly pristine hull. Photographs of the sub showed
the sleekness of the hull and the razor-sharp bow that belied the original assumption of a blunt design.

(Continued on Page Six)
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(Horace Hunley and his Fish-Boat, continued from Page Five)

Pencil-sized stalactites suspended from the overhead indicated that the sub was only partially flooded for years after it sank and the fact that the
remains of the crew were found at their stations, showing no signs of trauma, shows that they most likely died of anoxia (lack of oxygen) which
would cause them to gently pass out as if going to sleep. One of the many artifacts found, and a key one at that, was Lt. Dixon’s $20.00 Gold Piece,
the Blue Lamp used to signal the completed mission of the Hunley and Lt. Dixon’s pocket watch.

L to R: Chief Archaeologist Maria Jacobsen holds Lt. Dixon’s $20 Gold Piece she discovered, X-rays of the Blue Signal Light and Lt. Dixon’s pocket watch. (Photos
courtesy, Friends of the Hunley.)

Research and archeological work on the Hunley and its crew began as soon as access to the interior was gained and will continue for many years
to come in constructing the final minutes, if not hours, of this famous vessel. Much was learned during the first four years after the Hunley was
raised. Instead of finding what was thought to be nothing but an old boiler that had been pieced together, the archeologists found a well-designed and
thought-out war machine rugged enough to withstand the ravages of its long sojourn below the surface of the Atlantic while protecting its precious
cargo so that we today may know and understand what the crew of the Hunley experienced before their date with destiny.
In April of 2004, it was time for Lt. George Dixon and his crew to join their long-lost shipmates, buried at Charleston’s Magnolia Cemetery. Plans
had been in the works for some years for a grand funeral to honor these men. The archaeologists at the Warren Lasch Conservatory, had researched
and identified the remains, working closely with them for the past four years. As members of the Funeral Committee were closing up the copper
boxes with each crew member’s remains and placing them in their coffins, committee member Henry Kidd had this to say about the Chief
Archaeologist: Maria Jacobsen, the archaeologist who found Lt. Dixon’s gold coin, asked that we notify her before we sealed the coffins so she
could come downstairs and pay respects and say goodbye… She has no blood ties to the Hunley crew, but she grew to love, respect and admire them.
She was obviously saddened as we closed the coffins.13
Then, on April 17, 2004, the day of the funeral, the last of the Hunley crews were finally home. One can only wonder if the spirits of Horace
Hunley, Lt. George Dixon and their men, sitting around under that giant Oak tree in Magnolia Cemetery, are arguing and discussing the what ifs of
that fateful mission so long ago.
Research on the H.L. Hunley continues to this day and will go on for years to come. Plans for taking the Hunley permanently out of its watery
preservation tank is slated for some time in the next decade where the sub will be placed in a sealed enclosure, probably with a special gas to inhibit
corrosion, allowing everyone the ability to view and admire the nearly pristine black hull of Horace Hunley’s Fish-Boat.14
Jim Stephens
References and recommended reading:
Sources for this article came from four publications: Confederate Veteran Magazine, January/February 2004 & March/April 2004. Raising the Hunley, The Remarkable
History and Recovery of the Lost Confederate Submarine, Brian Hicks and Schuler Kropf, Random House Publishing, New York, 2002 and Glimpse, the newsletter of
the Clemson University Research and Discovery team working with the Hunley.
Notes:
1 – Raising the Hunley, Title Pages
2 – Confederate Veteran Magazine, January/February 2004, “Long Voyage Home,” Randy Burbage
3 – Raising the Hunley, page 65
4IBID, page 16-17
5IBID, page 34
6IBID, page 27
7IBID, 54
8IBID, page 120 – 121
9IBID, page 255
10 - IBID, page 152 – 153
11 - IBID, page 111
12 - IBID, page 218 & 247
13 – Confederate Veteran Magazine, March/April 2004, “Hunley Crew’s Final Honors”, Henry E. Kidd
14 – Glimpse Newsletter, 5/22/2018
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IN MEMORIAM

John William Armstrong (1941 – 2018)
The following was submitted by Joe Baugh.
Master Chief John W. Armstrong (USN Ret.) was born in Gulfport, MS to Walter Lewis Armstrong, Sr. and Ina MurrayArmstrong on February 20, 1941 and died in San Diego, CA on June 11, 2018. John moved to Ellisville, MS in 1947 from
Woolmarket, MS and was raised there by his widowed mother. He attended Sand Hill Grammar School and Ellisville High School.
John enlisted in the U.S. Navy at the age of 17 and completed his recruit training in San Diego. John progressed from Seaman Recruit
to Master Chief during his 30-year Navy career, serving primarily in the Pacific Fleet.
John’s first ship was the U.S.S. Mansfield (DD-728), where he was wounded in action off the coast of Vietnam and received the
Purple Heart. Subsequent ship tours included the U.S.S. Leonard F. Mason (DD-852), U.S.S. Providence (CLG-6), U.S.S. Fort Fisher
(LSD-40), U.S.S. Kirk (FF-1087), and U.S.S. Reeves (CLG-24). He was home ported in Japan for 17 years during these tours and
completed a shore tour in Orlando, FL Recruit Training Center as a drill instructor and two shore tours in San Diego. John retired in
1998 in San Diego and resided at his home in Chula Vista the remainder of his life. In retirement, John enjoyed attending ship
reunions and visiting with his many shipmates. He also worked with Ryder Student Transportation and first Student as a bus driver
and contract manager.
John was preceded in death by his parents, two wives (Tsugiyo Ueno-Armstrong and Mitsuko Doi-Armstrong), one brother, Master
Chief Walter Lewis Armstrong, Jr. (USN Ret.), three sisters (Flora Marie Armstrong, Dorothy Armstrong-Baugh, and Rebecca
Armstrong-Jefcoats), and two nephews (Gary Wendell Jefcoats and John Paul Armstrong). He is survived by one brother (James
Dewey [Jeanette] Armstrong), as well as numerous nephews and nieces. John will be laid to rest at the Fort Rosecrans National
Cemetery in San Diego alongside his beloved wife, Mitsuko. Fair winds and following seas, shipmate.

(Editor’s Note: This issue of “The Conquered Banner” is dedicated to the memory of our friend and fellow compatriot, John Armstrong, a true supporter of the Sons of
Confederate Veterans and his camp. For those of us who are Navy veterans, we also can say, “farewell, shipmate!” I’m thankful to John for sharing his knowledge of
Civil War era Mississippi .God Speed to John as he answers up to the last roll call. For friends and members who would like to attend, Compatriot Armstrong’s
Interment and Committal will be conducted at Fort Rosecrans National Cemetery at 10:30 A.M. on August 06, 2018. Camp 302 will not be involved with the
arrangements. John’s family and Navy friends will conduct the ceremony with a Navy Honor Guard. I will represent Camp 302).

Jim Stephens
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THE H.L. HUNLEY AWARDS, 2018

Lieutenant Commander Jim Millsap presents the Hunley
Award to C/Capt. James Ngyuen of Kearny High School
May 15, 2018

Chaplain Coulsby with Cadet Todd Noonan at Mar Vista
High School May 10, 2018

Chaplain Jim Coulsby presents C/PO2 Marlo Manuel of Coronado
High School with his well- deserved H.L.Hunley Award on May 23,2018

Commander Jim Stephens presents the Hunley
Award to C/TSgt Laura Masado of Mira Mesa
High School at MCRD Bayview Event Center
May 26, 2018

As of publication time, Captain Adams, O.I.C. of Westview High School JROTC, has not forwarded to me the photograph of 2 nd
Lieutenant Commander George Faircloth presenting the Hunley award to C/PO2 Hanna Icban during their June 10, 2018 Awards
ceremony. For this, I apologize to George.
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Next Camp Meeting
Date: July 14, 2018
Time: 10:00 AM – 1:00 PM
Location: Marie Callender’s Restaurant, 6950 Alvarado Road, La Mesa. Take 70th off I-8 then proceed on
Alvarado.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

VETERANS MEMORIAL CENTER, BALBOA PARK
Camp 302 will conduct its next scheduled Color Guard at the VMC, Saturday, July 28, 2018. As always, I encourage all members
who can spare a couple of hours on a Saturday to come out and observe this memorial service with your camp color guard. Compatriot
John Armstrong’s name was announced during the June Memorial service along with the other veterans who have passed away in
June.

NOTES FROM THE COMMANDER
The National SCV Convention is coming up in Franklin, Tennessee in a few weeks and we’ll see what
changes lie ahead for our organization. We are going to see the election of a new Commander-in-Chief among
other events. Camp 302 will be there to represent our concerns in the California Division. Start making plans
now for our annual Musket shoot that is still way down the road in October but, it is not too early to start
thinking about it.
Camp 302 has now completed the 2018 Hunley Awards cycle with Westview High School closing it out on
June 10th. A lot of work and coordination goes into getting these awards to the schools and communicating with
the OIC’s of the JROTC units of each and, then making presentations to the awardees. I cannot say this enough
about my appreciation for our camp members who make all this possible: LCDR Jim Millsap, Adjutant Roy
Adair, Chaplain Jim Coulsby and 2nd LCDR George Faircloth. I must thank my daughter Jennifer for her work
in printing four of the six awards we presented. Two of the schools preferred doing their own. We may be adding
a seventh school to our Hunley program for 2019.
The Hunley Award of course is all about the H.L. Hunley submarine and the award is the brain child of
Master Chief Petty Officer, Alexander C. “Trip” Wilson, III. (USN Ret.), who developed and administers this
worthy program. The award is presented annually to thousands of JROTC cadets, nationwide.
For my main article this time, I thought it only fitting that our members and friends share a little history and background of the H.L.
Hunley, and the grand funeral that brought its eight brave men home to Charleston to receive the honor they so richly deserved. As I
was writing this, a section of Robert Louis Stevenson’s poem “Requiem” occurred to me …Here he lies where he longed to be; home
is the sailor, home from the sea….
This passage cannot help but also bring to mind Master Chief Petty Officer John Armstrong as we prepare for his return home to
rest at Fort Rosecrans overlooking the expanse of the Pacific Ocean that he knew so well.
There is always a somber feeling that overcomes one when it becomes necessary to report that a fellow compatriot has died and, as
Commander, I must notify Division and National Headquarters of his passing. Thus, it is, with John Armstrong, as he reports to his
last roll call with the Supreme Commander. Therefore, this issue of “The Conquered Banner” is humbly dedicated to his memory.
Please see John’s bio on page 7. I have been advised of John’s memorial and interment by his nephew and executor, Joseph Baugh. I
will remind everyone of John’s interment date in ample time.

Jim Stephens

